Scattering of the Fundamental Shear Guided Wave From a Surface-Breaking Crack in Plate-Like Structures.
Cracks in critical sections of steel structures pose a major safety concern in many industries. Existing high-frequency ultrasonic techniques offer high detection sensitivity to cracks but have poor inspection volume coverage, limiting their practical use for monitoring large areas of structures. Low-frequency guided waves have relatively high inspection area coverage and are currently used in pipeline monitoring for corrosion defects but face challenges in detecting critical cracks that often cause over an order of magnitude lower cross-sectional area loss. A study of scattering from small cracks in a thin-walled (<12 mm) section with an incident plane SH0 guided wave at higher frequencies but remaining below the SH1 cutoff is presented here using quasi-static approximations, the aim being to explore the possibility of using this regime for crack growth monitoring applications. A 3-D solution was developed using dimensional analysis, which showed that the SH0 reflection ratio is proportional to frequency to the power 1.5, to the effective crack size cubed, and is inversely proportional to the plate thickness and to the square root of the distance from the crack to the receiving sensor. Finite element analysis was used to validate these power coefficients and to calculate the proportionality constant. The results show that a higher inspection frequency offers improved sensitivity, but the validity of the results here is limited to the SH1 cutoff frequency. The predicted 3-D solution was validated by measurements on a pipe with a progressively grown notch.